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medicine physicians.

Methods: This is a retrospective review of CBT group data for CPAP adherence.. Patients attending the group were
referred from sleep clinics within the VA Greater Los Angeles Healthcare System due to non-adherence with CPAP
therapy. Referred patients were contacted via telephone and scheduled for a 4-week group program. The CBT group
focused on psychoeduction, behavioral monitoring, reinforcement strategies, motivational enhancement and cognitive
techniques. The group met weekly for 4 weeks (1.25-1.75 hours/session). Patients filled out pre and post treatment
questionnaires including the Epworth Sleepiness Scale (ESS), Insomnia Severity Index (ISI), Patient Health Questionnaire-
9 for depression assessment (PHQ-9), and self reported CPAP use.

Results: Eighty eight patients were referred for CPAP adherence CBT group sessions between October 2012 and October
2013. Thirty seven patients were not scheduled (22 patients declined; 15 patients could not be reached by phone). Fifty-one
patients were scheduled, of whom 38 attended 1 or more sessions. Of the 38 who attended, 26 completed the all sessions
(mean±SD: age=64.85± 8.61years; BMI=33.28±6.63; AHI=43.96±25.56).Repeated measures ANOVA revealed that there
was significant improvement after the CBT-CPAP adherence group in terms of sleepiness(pre, post mean±SD) (ESS
12.4±6.9. 8.9±6.1, p<.01), insomnia scores (ISI 18.5±3.8, 14.9±5.8, p<.05), depression index (PHQ-9 12.4±6.6, 8.1±5.5
p<.01) and CPAP use (numbers of nights used per week 2.2±0.8, 5.9±0.6, p<.01; % of night used 17.9%±57.5%, 57.8%
±8.2%, p<.01)

Conclusion: These results suggest that group CBT is acceptable to many patients, and can improve self-reported CPAP
adherence and sleepiness as well as symptoms of depression and insomnia.
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Introduction:

Auto-adjusting CPAP (APAP) is well accepted as a treatment for obstructive sleep apnea. A novel algorithm has been
developed using the same principles as the AutoSet (ResMed, San Diego CA), but which aims to address female-specific
obstructive sleep apnea (OSA) characteristics, such as shorter events1, predominantly REM-based OSA2, and increased
flow limitation3. The new female-specific algorithm (fAPAP) has increased sensitivity to flow limitation, an adaptive
minimum pressure, optimized response gain and is driven predominantly by flow limitation and snoring rather than apneas.

Methods:

A prospective, randomized, double-blind, cross-over, non-inferiority trial of the effect of fAPAP and standard APAP (S9
AutoSet) on respiratory events over 2 nights during attended polysomnography (PSG). Population: Female subjects with
OSA (PSG-confirmed apnea/hypopnea index (AHI) >5) on therapy with positive airway pressure ≥ 1 month. Outcomes:
AHI (AASM 2012 criteria), 4% oxygen desaturation index (ODI), sleep parameters, and subjective ratings. High resolution
flow data were logged from both devices to a PSG system (Compumedics, Abbotsford Australia), and were then manually
scored by a blinded scorer. A questionnaire (Likert scale) was used to assess breathing comfort, sleep latency, sleep
disturbance, and feeling of refreshing sleep.

Results: (See table)

20 patients were studied with mean (SD) diagnostic AHI of 19.1±8.7 events/hr and body mass index of 38.5±7.5 kg/m2.

There were no statistical differences between the algorithms for AHI and ODI or number of Respiratory Effort Related
Arousals (RERAs). The proportion of flow limited breaths was significantly lower with the fAPAP algorithm. Mean mask
pressure tended to be less with the fAPAP algorithm, but this did not reach statistical significance. Sleep efficiency (84.2%
vs 84.1%), % slow wave sleep (22.4% vs 21.5%), and % rapid eye movement (REM) sleep (16.6% vs 15.4%) were similar
between fAPAP and AutoSet algorithms, respectively. All other sleep parameters, as well as subjective ratings, were
equivalent between the two algorithms.

Conclusions:
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The fAPAP and AutoSet algorithms demonstrated equivalent treatment of AHI and ODI in female OSA subjects over the
course of a single night’s therapy. fAPAP significantly improved treatment of flow limitation in this population and tended
to utilize lower pressures over the course of the night.

Funding for this study was provided by ResMed Ltd.
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AutoSet (n=20) AfH (n=20) P value
AHI, events/hr 1.9±2.2 1.5±1.4 0.51
4% ODI, events/hr 1.92±1.82 2.19±2.15 0.48
RERA index, events/hr 1.10±1.29 1.16±1.14 0.59
Flow limitation (% of breaths), % 0.2±0.13 0.14±0.09 0.003
Mean Mask Pressure, mm Hg 8.34± 2.23 7.89±1.67 0.09
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RATIONALE: daily oropharyngeal exercises performed during 3 months reduce obstructive sleep apnea severity.
Considering that 1 hour of tongue-task training (TTT) per day during 1 week can be sufficient to induce neuroplastic
changes implicated in the corticomotor control of the genioglossus (GG) in human (Svensson P et al. Exp Brain Res
2003;152:42-51), we hypothesized that a 1 week TTT should improve force and endurance of tongue protrusion and
decrease sleep apnea severity. Thus, the aim of this study was to assess the effects of TTT on these variables in sleep apnea
patients.

METHODS: seven sleep apnea patients (6 men; 51.1 ± 9.5 years; body mass index: 28.7 ± 4.3 kg/m2; apnea hypopnea
index (AHI): 18.8 ± 4.2 events/hour) underwent to a 1 week TTT that consisted of protruding the tongue against a force
transducer 1-hour daily (300 trials where subjects are asked to develop a 1.0 N isometric protrusion force during 2 seconds
in alternance with a 10-second resting period during 1 hour). A conventional polysomnography (PSG), tongue maximal
protruding force (Fmax), and a tongue protrusion endurance test were assessed before and after training. The endurance test
consisted of protruding the tongue at 70% of Fmax during 5 seconds followed by a 5-second resting period until failure to
reach the 63%-threshold of Fmax for 3 consecutive contractions.

RESULTS: Fmax (pre TTT: 2.9 ± 0.6 kg force; post TTT: 2.7 ± 0.8 kg force; P=0.31) and endurance (pre TTT: 701 ± 438
s; post TTT: 1064 ± 619 s; P=0.17) remained unchanged post TTT. For the 6 non-obese patients (all men), the AHI
decreased by 26% after the TTT (pre TTT: 19.4 ± 4.3 events/hour; post TTT: 14.4 ± 3.7 events/hour; P=0.02). The
decrease in AHI was significant during REM sleep (pre TTT: 32.7 ± 19.5 events/hour; post TTT: 16.7 ± 6.6 events/hour;
P=0.03), but not during NREM sleep (pre TTT: 15.7 ± 2.9 events/hour; post TTT: 14.1 ± 4.9 events/hour; P=0.12). These
changes were not influenced by body position.

CONCLUSIONS: 1) TTT decreases sleep apnea severity during REM sleep in men, 2) this improvement is not
accompanied by significant changes Fmax and endurance of tongue protrusion.
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Introduction: Continuous positive airway pressure (CPAP) is the treatment of choice for moderate to severe obstructive


